Abstract
Introduction
This contribution is aimed at exploiting the power of a programmable receiver such as fund in a software defined radio in order to design and implement signal processing techniques for advanced receiver functionality. Specifically, we consider a DS-CDMA downlink system in will lead to multiple access interference. Hence, much research concentrated on symbol-rate equalisers, such as in [1, 2, 3] . The ability to apply computationally complex signal processing tasks at higher sampling rates has recently lead to attractive solutions, whereby the equaliser is operated at the chip-rate [4] . In the later, the chip-rate equaliser
is updated by comparing its output to a spread and scrambled training 
and a chip-rate equaliser
sequence. Alternatively, receiver can operate in a decision directed mode, whereby the detected symbols are re-spread, scrambled, and utilised to form an error with which
The method in [4] requires substantial training, whereby the suggested structure can be switched into a decision directed stage. Decision errors however lead to error propagation with lethal consequences for the convergence of the chip-rate equaliser and subsequently the detected user sequences
. Therefore, in this paper we address a way of blindly adapting the chip-rate equaliser
Proposed Structure
We first derive the detected user signals
as a function of the chip-rate equaliser
. Based on this, we state suitable cost functions based on which the equaliser can be adapted.
Received Signals
The short codes for multiplexing the users are assumed to be Walsh sequences taken from a 
. . .
has been absorbed into a time varying short code vector
CMA Cost Function
Assuming that the user signals 
which forces each received user symbol
onto a constant modulus. Each term in the cost function accounts for the misadjustment of the t h user in the system. The shape of this cost function is not concave, since the optimal solution in the sense of minimising (6) is ambiguous with a manifold of solutions due to an indeterminism in phase rotation. 
Stochastic Gradient Algorithms
A simple stochastic gradient descent update rule for 
where ¡ is the step size. The introduction of gradient noise through inaccurate estimates of the true underlying statistics into the update routine can be expected to assist the system in recovering from flat points in the cost functions as seen in Figs. 2 and 3. 
Stochastic Gradient CMA
Based on (6) with expectations dropped, we apply complex vector calculus [5] :
We refer to this algorithm as a multiple error filtered-X constant modulus algorithm (CMA) which structurally similar to a multiple-error filtered-X LMS algorithm [6] , i.e. the equaliser input fed usually into the CMA algorithm is replaced by a version filtered with the short codes.
Stochastic Gradient with Decision Directed Updating
The following derivation is based on the assumption that 
Results
We assume a channel impulse response at chip rate with coefficients
The dispersive channel is assumed noiseless. Below we present and discuss the results using the algorithms derived in Sec. 3.
CMA Experiment
Using the multiple error filtered-X constant modulus algorithm, an example for a learning curve with a suitable step size ¡ is shown in Fig. 4(bottom) , with the weight trajectories given in Fig. 4(top) . The adaptation is initialised with the second coefficient in the weight vector set to unity, while the optimal response will need to place the maximum coefficient in the first vector element. The adapted response is a complex rotation of the ideal response, such that the received constellation pattern will be rotated as well, as can be seen in Fig. 5 . Adaption is switched on at § B
, but the adaptation curve shows a slow initial convergence typical of CMA algorithms [7] .
DD Experiment
The results for the decision directed stochastic gradient algorithm version are shown in Fig. 6 . The finite steady-state MSE is due to truncation of the ideal equaliser response after 8 coefficients.
Discussion and Conclusion
We have presented a novel blind and fast converging multiple-error CMA algorithm updating a chip-rate equaliser which can be used in downlink CDMA system. Although not shown here, the introduction of channel noise will affect the final MSE, but both DD and CMA algorithm versions have demonstrated robustness towards noise in extensive simulations down to a channel SNR of about 5dB. The benefit of the presented method is a fairly low-cost algorithm and quick convergence in a DS-CDMA downlink scenario, and is an attractive alternative to constrained interference canncellation schemes [8] or multiuser CMA algorithm either without dispersion [9, 10] or without spreading [11] . 
